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Get a Life John Hunt Publishing
Presented in an easy-to-digest format with an uplifting message, “How to Get a
Life” offers individual chapters on the life views of some of the most important
and powerful people in history. Written in an engaging style by college
professors Lawrence Baines and Daniel McBrayer, each chapter contains a
brief biographical sketch with that luminary’s advice for daily living. Take a
trip on “How to Get a Life” and learn easy-to-understand advice from some of
the world’s greatest thinkers on: # The importance of relationships # How to
get over misunderstandings # How to rise above mediocrity # What to do
when things go wrong Along with topics ranging from God and the universe, to
conceptions of love, sex and death, historical figures featured include: Martin
Luther King, Jr., Joseph Campbell, Bill Wilson, Gerda Weissmann Klein, Albert
Schweitzer, Oprah Winfrey, Buddha, Leo Buscaglia, Jane Goodall, the Dalai
Lama, Muhammad, Confucius, and Richard of St. Victor
How to Get Any Job, Second Edition Random House Trade Paperbacks
In their sequel to the popular “How to Get a Life, Vol. I,” college professors Lawrence Baines and Daniel
McBrayer are back, this time offering up more thought-provoking morsels from some of the world’s
greatest minds. “How to Get a Life: Empowering Wisdom from Thinkers and Writers” takes the reader
beyond history to describe how some remarkable men and women made their indisputable marks on the
world. Written in the biological sketch format made popular by “How to Get a Life, Vo. I,” each notable
subject gives compelling advice on how to conquer adversity and achieve greatness with courage, tenacity
and focus. The easy-to-follow lineup features insights into the art of living from 15 magnificent lives - Plato,
Aristotle, William Shakespeare, John Locke, Thomas Jefferson, Ralph Waldo Emerson, J.D. Salinger, Marcus
Aurelius, Mihaly Csisksznetmihalyi, Walt Disney, Laura Esquivel, Eudora Welty, Colin Powell, Conan
Doyle, and Catharine Sedgwick. The second book in the “How to Get a Life” series, “Empowering
Wisdom from Thinkers and Writers” illuminates as much as it inspires.
How to Get what You Want in Life with the Money You Already Have BEYOND BOOKS HUB
A creative paycheck expert shares her philosophy for money management, demonstrating how to
eliminate impulse buys, offering saving strategies, and furnishing tips on utilizing every paycheck for
the things we really want. Original. 75,000 first printing. Tour.
How To Get a Life, Vol. 1: Empowering Wisdom for the Heart and Soul Simon and Schuster
Revised edition of the best-selling memoir that has been read by over a million people worldwide with
translations in 29 languages. After too many years of unfulfilling work, Bronnie Ware began searching
for a job with heart. Despite having no formal qualifications or previous experience in the field, she
found herself working in palliative care. During the time she spent tending to those who were dying,
Bronnie's life was transformed. Later, she wrote an Internet blog post, outlining the most common
regrets that the people she had cared for had expressed. The post gained so much momentum that it was
viewed by more than three million readers worldwide in its first year. At the request of many, Bronnie
subsequently wrote a book, The Top Five Regrets of the Dying, to share her story. Bronnie has had a
colourful and diverse life. By applying the lessons of those nearing their death to her own life, she
developed an understanding that it is possible for everyone, if we make the right choices, to die with
peace of mind. In this revised edition of the best-selling memoir that has been read by over a million
people worldwide, with translations in 29 languages, Bronnie expresses how significant these regrets are
and how we can positively address these issues while we still have the time. The Top Five Regrets of the
Dying gives hope for a better world. It is a courageous, life-changing book that will leave you feeling
more compassionate and inspired to live the life you are truly here to live.
Take Charge of Your Life National Geographic Books
Life is messy. It isn't a color-within-the-lines exercise. It's a wild and outrageous invitation full of
uncertain outcomes. The mess of life is both inevitable and unexpected. It is filled with delightful
mysteries and frustrating predicaments. In our disposable culture, we throw broken things away.
So, what will we do with broken people, broken relationships, broken institutions, broken
families, and of course, our very own broken selves? We are all broken and wounded. This book
is about putting our lives back together, and allowing ourselves to be put back together, when life
doesn't turn out as we expected it to. Based on his own heart-wrenching personal journals,
Matthew Kelly shares how the worst three years of his life affected him, by exploring this
question: Can someone who has been broken be healed and become more beautiful and more
lovable than ever before? The answer will fill you with hope. There has never been a more urgent
need for us to attend to what is happening within us. This is quite simply the right book at the
right time.
Life Is Messy Rodale Books
A New York Times bestseller! A pioneering and timely study of how to navigate life's biggest transitions with
meaning, purpose, and skill Bruce Feiler, author of the New York Times bestsellers The Secrets of Happy
Families and Council of Dads, has long explored the stories that give our lives meaning. Galvanized by a personal
crisis, he spent the last few years crisscrossing the country, collecting hundreds of life stories in all fifty states from
Americans who’d been through major life changes—from losing jobs to losing loved ones; from changing
careers to changing relationships; from getting sober to getting healthy to simply looking for a fresh start. He then
spent a year coding these stories, identifying patterns and takeaways that can help all of us survive and thrive in
times of change. What Feiler discovered was a world in which transitions are becoming more plentiful and
mastering the skills to manage them is more urgent for all of us. The idea that we’ll have one job, one
relationship, one source of happiness is hopelessly outdated. We all feel unnerved by this upheaval. We’re
concerned that our lives are not what we expected, that we’ve veered off course, living life out of order. But
we’re not alone. Life Is in the Transitions introduces the fresh, illuminating vision of the nonlinear life, in which
each of us faces dozens of disruptors. One in ten of those becomes what Feiler calls a lifequake, a massive change
that leads to a life transition. The average length of these transitions is five years. The upshot: We all spend half
our lives in this unsettled state. You or someone you know is going through one now. The most exciting thing
Feiler identified is a powerful new tool kit for navigating these pivotal times. Drawing on his extraordinary trove
of insights, he lays out specific strategies each of us can use to reimagine and rebuild our lives, often stronger than

before. From a master storyteller with an essential message, Life Is in the Transitions can move readers of any age
to think deeply about times of change and how to transform them into periods of creativity and growth.
Atomic Habits Summary (by James Clear) Asymmetrical Press
SUMMARY: ATOMIC HABITS: An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad
Ones. This book is not meant to replace the original book but to serve as a companion to it.
ABOUT ORIGINAL BOOK: Atomic Habits can help you improve every day, no matter what
your goals are. As one of the world's leading experts on habit formation, James Clear reveals
practical strategies that will help you form good habits, break bad ones, and master tiny
behaviors that lead to big changes. If you're having trouble changing your habits, the problem
isn't you. Instead, the issue is with your system. There is a reason bad habits repeat themselves
over and over again, it's not that you are not willing to change, but that you have the wrong
system for changing. “You do not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to the level of your
systems” - James Clear I’m a huge fan of this book, and as soon as I read it I knew it was going
to make a big difference in my life, so I couldn’t wait to make a video on this book and share
my ideas. Here is a link to James Clear’s website, where I found he uploads a tonne of useful
posts on motivation, habit formation and human psychology. DISCLAIMER: This is an
UNOFFICIAL summary and not the original book. It designed to record all the key points of the
original book.
Simple Money, Rich Life New Harbinger Publications
When Paul Bannerman, an ecologist in Africa, is diagnosed with cancer and prescribed treatment that makes him
radioactive, his suddenly fragile existence makes him question his life for the first time. He is especially struck by
the contradiction in values between his work as a conservationist and that of his wife, an advertising agency
executive. Then when Paul moves in with his parents to protect his wife and young son from radiation, the
strange nature of his condition leads his mother to face her own past.
Find Your Why Random House Canada
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER What does everyone
in the modern world need to know? Renowned psychologist Jordan B. Peterson's answer to this
most difficult of questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the
stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. Humorous, surprising and informative,
Dr. Peterson tells us why skateboarding boys and girls must be left alone, what terrible fate awaits
those who criticize too easily, and why you should always pet a cat when you meet one on the
street. What does the nervous system of the lowly lobster have to tell us about standing up
straight (with our shoulders back) and about success in life? Why did ancient Egyptians worship
the capacity to pay careful attention as the highest of gods? What dreadful paths do people tread
when they become resentful, arrogant and vengeful? Dr. Peterson journeys broadly, discussing
discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical
and profound rules for life. 12 Rules for Life shatters the modern commonplaces of science, faith
and human nature, while transforming and ennobling the mind and spirit of its readers.
Get a Life iUniverse
“Absolutely charming... a flawless balance of humor, heat, sweetness, and depth, and I loved
every page.” – Helen Hoang, USA Today bestselling author of The Bride Test USA TODAY
BESTSELLER A witty, hilarious romantic comedy about a woman who’s tired of being
“boring” and recruits her mysterious, sexy neighbor to help her experience new
things—perfect for fans of Sally Thorne, Jasmine Guillory, and Helen Hoang! Chloe Brown is a
chronically ill computer geek with a goal, a plan, and a list. After almost—but not quite—dying,
she’s come up with seven directives to help her “Get a Life”, and she’s already completed
the first: finally moving out of her glamorous family’s mansion. The next items? Enjoy a
drunken night out. Ride a motorcycle. Go camping. Have meaningless but thoroughly enjoyable
sex. Travel the world with nothing but hand luggage. And... do something bad. But it’s not easy
being bad, even when you’ve written step-by-step guidelines on how to do it correctly. What
Chloe needs is a teacher, and she knows just the man for the job. Redford ‘Red’ Morgan is a
handyman with tattoos, a motorcycle, and more sex appeal than ten-thousand Hollywood
heartthrobs. He’s also an artist who paints at night and hides his work in the light of day, which
Chloe knows because she spies on him occasionally. Just the teeniest, tiniest bit. But when she
enlists Red in her mission to rebel, she learns things about him that no spy session could teach
her. Like why he clearly resents Chloe’s wealthy background. And why he never shows his art
to anyone. And what really lies beneath his rough exterior⋯ "This is an extraordinary book, full
of love, generosity, kindness and sharp humor." — The New York Times Book Review
*Featured on the TODAY Show! Named a Best Romance of 2019 by Entertainment Weekly,
Publishers Weekly, Kirkus, Apple, and Amazon, and Best of November from Essence, Woman's
Day, Marie Claire, Buzzfeed, Popsugar, Bustle, Bookish, Bookpage, Entertainment Weekly, and
Washington Post*
The IF in Life Simon and Schuster
The Game of Life by Florence Scovel Shinn is a transformative guide to understanding and playing the
game of life with spiritual insight and practical wisdom. Originally published in the early 20th century,
this classic work combines metaphysical principles with real-life anecdotes to provide readers with a
comprehensive approach to living a life of purpose and fulfillment.
Get Your Life Together(ish) Penguin
Do you find yourself struggling with life even though you’re doing everything you can to get ahead? How to
Find Your Vision and Get a Life! shows you how you can create a life worth living. It takes you step-by-step
through the process of creating your own personal vision and mission statements – the foundation necessary to
accomplish your goals. You are taught the importance of the “Five P’s”: Possibility, Power, Passion, Practice
and Purpose. Here’s what others are saying: Terry doesn’t preach, he shares ideas. His ability to relate both
his successes in life as well as his personal demons provide a refreshing atmosphere to promote action and healing
for the reader.– Dennis Merritt Jones, author of Your (Re)Defining Moments: Becoming who you were born to
be This book provides simple, easy explanations to the challenges of life without the metaphysical psycho-babble
often seen in topics like this. – James Mapes, author of Quantum Leap Thinking: An Owner’s Guide to the
Mind Terry presents an easy-to-understand personal manual ... written in his authentic and humorous style. It
engages the reader immediately! – Maxine Kaye, author of Alive and Ageless: How to Feel Alive and Live Fully
Every Day of Your Life
What the F*@# Should I Do with My Life? Hachette UK
Donald Asher, America's career guru, believes that success comes from an alignment of passion
and preparation. First tip: Your college major has very little to do with your job options. In fact,
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you can get to virtually any life-goal destination from virtually any starting point. Stephen Colbert
was a philosophy major. Chad Hurley, billionaire founder of YouTube, was an art major. And
while we're at it, Albert Einstein was a high-school drop-out. Still think your college major will
determine your life path? Think again. HOW TO GET ANY JOB is the first book that
definitively answers the following questions, and many more: ‧ What is "life launch" and how is
it different from getting a job? ‧ Why do employers hire people like you? ‧ Which skills do
employers value most? (They're not what you think!) ‧ How do non-tech people get hired and
thrive in tech companies? ‧ How do you set yourself up to get promoted? ‧ How do you prove
you have skills that don't show up on your transcripts? ‧ How do you get experience if you can't
get a job, or have the "wrong" major? ‧ How can you get famous and influential people to help
you? ‧ How do you hit restart if you get stuck in a dead-end job out of college? ‧ What should
you do if you're a graduate and living in your parents' basement? ‧ What should you do if you're
a junior to make sure you don't end up in that basement? Whether you're twenty and still in
college or twenty-nine and still wondering how to start your life, HOW TO GET ANY JOB
offers the most creative and innovative thinking on life launch to date. It is used by college career
centers nationwide.
How to Be Miserable Zondervan
Answering the Existential Question of What the F*@# to Do with Your Life with Spot-On Humor (and
Profanity) If you've tried and failed to find your purpose in life, you're going to need expert help. From
the author of What the F*@# Should I Make For Dinner?, this laugh-out-loud career guide will set you
straight. Take a brief career quiz to find your perfect match, and get the inside scoop on a wide variety of
crappy careers, plus tips on breaking in, leaving you with no excuse not to embark on a fulfilling vocation
as: Electrician Therapist T-Shirt Cannon Operator Dental Hygienist Mortician Lobbyist . . . And more.
And don't worry: if that perfect career eludes or you fail at everything else, you can always be a realtor.
Life Is in the Transitions Beyond Words/Atria Books
In 5 years, Steve Kamb has transformed himself from wanna-be daydreamer into a real-life superhero
and actually turned his life into a gigantic video game: flying stunt planes in New Zealand, gambling in a
tuxedo at the Casino de Monte-Carlo, and even finding Nemo on the Great Barrier Reef. To help him
accomplish all of these goals, he built a system that allowed him to complete quests, take on boss battles,
earn experience points, and literally level up his life. If you have always dreamed of adventure and
growth but can’t seem to leave your hobbit-hole, Level Up Your Life is for you. Kamb will teach you
exactly how to use your favorite video games, books, and movies as inspiration for adventure rather than
an escape from the grind of everyday life. Hundreds of thousands of everyday Joes and Jills have joined
Steve’s Rebellion through his popular website, NerdFitness.com, and leveled up their lives—losing
weight, getting stronger, and living better. In Level Up Your Life, you’ll meet more than a dozen of
these members of The Rebellion: men and women, young and old, single and married, from all walks of
life who have created superhero versions of themselves to live adventurously and happily. Within this
guide, you’ll follow in their footsteps and learn exactly how to: ‧ Create your own “Alter Ego” with
real-life super powers ‧ Build your own Epic Quest List, broken into categories and difficulty levels ‧
Hack your productivity habits to start making progress ‧ Train your body for any adventure ‧ Build in
rewards and accountability that will actually motivate you to succeed ‧ Travel the world freely (and
cheaply) ‧ Recruit the right allies to your side and find powerful mentors for guidance Adventure is out
there, and the world needs more heroes. Will you heed the call?
Get the Life You Want Bloomsbury Publishing
What will your 100-year life look like? A new edition of the international bestseller, featuring a
new preface 'Brilliant, timely, original, well written and utterly terrifying' Niall Ferguson Does
the thought of working for 60 or 70 years fill you with dread? Or can you see the potential for a
more stimulating future as a result of having so much extra time? Many of us have been raised on
the traditional notion of a three-stage approach to our working lives: education, followed by work
and then retirement. But this well-established pathway is already beginning to collapse – life
expectancy is rising, final-salary pensions are vanishing, and increasing numbers of people are
juggling multiple careers. Whether you are 18, 45 or 60, you will need to do things very
differently from previous generations and learn to structure your life in completely new ways.
The 100-Year Life is here to help. Drawing on the unique pairing of their experience in
psychology and economics, Lynda Gratton and Andrew J. Scott offer a broad-ranging analysis as
well as a raft of solutions, showing how to rethink your finances, your education, your career and
your relationships and create a fulfilling 100-year life. · How can you fashion a career and life
path that defines you and your values and creates a shifting balance between work and leisure?
· What are the most effective ways of boosting your physical and mental health over a longer
and more dynamic lifespan? · How can you make the most of your intangible assets – such as
family and friends – as you build a productive, longer life? · In a multiple-stage life how can
you learn to make the transitions that will be so crucial and experiment with new ways of living,
working and learning? Shortlisted for the FT/McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award and
featuring a new preface, The 100-Year Life is a wake-up call that describes what to expect and
considers the choices and options that you will face. It is also fundamentally a call to action for
individuals, politicians, firms and governments and offers the clearest demonstration that a
100-year life can be a wonderful and inspiring one.
How Will You Measure Your Life? (Harvard Business Review Classics) Little Brown & Company
Introduces a series of effective breakthrough techniques for lifelong change from one of the greatest minds in the
field of personal growth.
Get a Life! Thomas Nelson
Provides financial advice that speaks the language and answers the questions of the generation just starting out on
the road to financial responsibility.
Get a Life, Chloe Brown iUniverse
This book shows- how to program your mind for success- how to identify and re-program negative thought
patterns- how to set goals, manage your time, and be persistent- how to have more energy, health and vitality-
how to have more energy, health and vitality- how to identify and live in the realm of your higher self- how to
build instant rapport with anyone- how to conquer self-imposed limitations- how to understand how fear works-
how to live in the moment.
Get the Life You Love and Live It Blue Sparrow
This book combines new thinking, cutting edge neuroscience, humour and Phil Parker's upside-down
perspective to life's problems and their solutions to help you become happy and fulfilled. Learn how to:
‧ use the power of language to release 'stuckness' and create change ‧ recognize and interrupt
negative thought patterns to change the way your brain works ‧ develop awareness of exactly what you
need to do differently, so that you can become your own coach ‧ choose a new future - and make sure
that it happens! Based on two decades of research and Phil's world-changing Lightning Process�, Get
the Life You Love, Now takes you step-by-step on an amazing journey of self-discovery unlike anything
you've ever experienced before.
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